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TEXAS DEAD  
 Book One of the Mackenzie Michaels Mystery Series  

An addictive, character-based murder mystery  
by Texas author, William Gensburger   

  

TEXAS DEAD is a gripping mystery novel set in Corpus Christi, 
Texas, where an out-of-place murder causes celebrity 
detective, Maxie Michaels and partner Kobe Jameson to 
investigate. But each step unravels a deeper mystery until 
finally their lives are endangered and a horrifying truth 
emerges that they may not escape. 
  
Amazon.com:  https://amzn.to/3gCZshQ  
 
Amazon.ca: https://www.amazon.ca/dp/B093FZFMRH  
 
Barnes & Noble: https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/texas-dead-
william-gensburger/1139595473 

“Texas Dead is a foot-jammed-on-the-gas-pedal crime novel with a solid plot and stellar 
characters. With twists, turns, and surprises galore, along with a few hearty laughs, 
Texas Dead is the perfect high-octane mystery. ~Steve Quade, Indies Today  
 
“Not your average gritty murder mystery—This is a thrilling crime fiction novel with 
brave-hearted characters, intelligent decisions, and shocking revelations.” ~ Thomas 
Anderson, Editor-in-Chief.  Literary Titan  
 
“It’s so cinematic…crying out for that screenplay,” ~Alex Lewczuk, Siren  
Radio (UK). 
 



“Terrific- very clever and engaging.” ~Dan Ashley, Award-winning ABC7 News 
Anchor, San Francisco, CA. 
 
“A fabulous page-turner.” ~Jill Hedgecock, The Diablo Gazette Newspaper, 
Concord, CA. 
 
“Mystery & Crime lovers, I suggest you don't miss this one.  I got hooked within the 
first few pages. There are more twists and turns than in a corkscrew right to the 
end.”   ~JC Ryan author of the best-selling Rex Dalton thriller series. 

 

ABOUT WILLIAM:  
William Gensburger is the author of ‘TEXAS DEAD,’ a murder mystery 
novel, ‘DISTANT RUMORS,’ an anthology of 16 stories about life and death, 
and ‘HOMO IDIOTUS,’ a collection of published newspaper editorials.    

He was also the publisher of ‘Books’N Pieces where he has worked with 
many different authors.   

He currently lives in Texas with his wife and children, and a cat that runs his 
life.  

Released and published by Alt Publish  
The book is available electronically and print across all platforms!  
Further information can be found on the author’s website: www.MisterWriter.com  

ISBN: 978-1-7332459-4-4. 286 pages   

To request additional review copies or an interview with William Gensburger, please contact Mickey 
Mikkelson at Creative Edge Publicity: mickey@creativeedgepublicity.com/ 403.464.6925.      

We look forward to the coverage! 


